Free your spirit by enjoying the natural beauty
Rotorua has to offer

Arriving in Rotorua – guests know they are
somewhere special and a little bit different.

Rotorua luxury

This is a land where Mother Nature displays both her magnificent, violent side, while also showing
her gentle, romantic side. Where else in the world can you immerse yourself so deeply in everything
a region has to offer, from the luxurious geothermally-heated spas and the range of rejuvenating
treatments, to the intricate fusion of traditional and contemporary Maori culture.

Create a total, luxurious getaway in one of the world’s most unique places.
Experience the stunning geothermal powers of the land. Stay at a selection of

Free your spirit by enjoying the natural beauty Rotorua has to offer whether it be relaxing on the
back of a luxury catamaran trying to hook one of the big rainbow trout which inhabit mystic Lake
Tarawera, or enjoying a walk through one of the geothermal attractions created over thousands
of years.

the exquisite lodges Rotorua offers, many of which can be found nestled on the
shores of sparkling lakes. Be whisked away from the doorstep of a lodge by one of
Rotorua’s top tour guides, travel in style and comfort while absorbing the breathtaking sights of the region. Rotorua has it all – simply turn the page and discover

Take a different approach and sightsee above the city in a helicopter or floatplane, take an exclusive
tour, fly over and observe the ever-changing landscape within the Whakarewarewa Thermal Valley
and beyond. See the intense beauty of the lakes that dot the landscape and marvel at the closeness
from above.

what is waiting for you.

For those seeking a little more adventure, discover why Rotorua is fast-becoming a mountain biking
Mecca – explore some of the many kilometres of world-class trails on the city’s doorstep.
With a population of little more than 68,000, Rotorua is always fresh and welcoming to any visitor
or guest. Discover why Rotorua was the first tourism centre for the country and remains as one of
the best more than a century on.
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Immerse in the velvet smooth geothermal waters
of the land, feel it warm the body from inside out.
Rejuvenate the spirit in the health and wellness
centre of New Zealand. From luscious mud body
wraps and decadent manuka honey and lavender
body polishes to the world-renowned Aix massage,
create a unique experience. Follow the geothermal
trail and discover the powers of a steaming land
which bubbles, steams and explodes, creating a
show of its own.

Get away from the hustle and bustle of everyday life
- free the spirit within the peaceful surroundings of
Rotorua. Take time out to breathe the fresh air and
experience the tranquility of a region surrounded
in native bush and sparkling lakes. Whether guests
choose to swim, fish, row, kayak, water ski or
cruise – the possibilities are endless with Rotorua’s
diverse and welcoming landscape. Add a touch of
adventure or a hint of romance – Rotorua is the
perfect destination.

The spirit of a living culture embraces guests upon
their arrival in Rotorua. The traditions of the past
create a tantalising fusion with a contemporary
culture, rich in history and pride. Experience a
traditional performance which gives an insight to
the intricate culture. Learn about the indigenous
herbs and their medicinal properties on an
exclusive tour, create your own historical journey
– enjoy a private helicopter or floatplane excursion
over magical yet mystical Mt Tarawera.

Accolades Boutique Hotel
Decadent and luxurious boutique accommodation in a magnificent setting
overlooking Lake Rotorua - welcome to Rotorua’s newest 5-star property,
Accolades Boutique Hotel.
Upon arrival at Accolades, enter the main foyer and be transported to another
world, time and place. A magnificent wide gallery flows into the lounge, where
wide vistas of Rotorua stretch out in panoramic style.

There have been
many stories told
in this comfortable
hideaway, and many
yet to be shared
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Be transported to another
world, time and place
Warm, intimate and serene
An extraordinary
accommodation experience
Luxury boutique
accommodation in a
magnificent setting
overlooking Lake Rotorua
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The expansive main lounge offers two distinct living areas plus a stunning dining
setting. Doors lead to the extensive decks outside, where a Zeiss telescope offers
guests a close-up view of the lake and surrounding landscape.
A bar is discreetly placed where guests can enjoy a quiet moment. Each evening
enjoy delicious canapés, taste a selection of top New Zealand wines, relax and
unwind as the sun sets on the lake, then relish the sumptuous cuisine Accolades
offers.
Be transported to Hollywood through the magnificent wide-screen television
and home theatre system, which guarantees guests the best seat at the movies
or sideline position for a favourite sports match.
The billiard room is a favourite sanctuary where warmth envelops guests. Read
a great book from the library, catch up on emails with broadband internet and
share the New Zealand stay with family and friends. Play a quiet game of pool,
billiards, or snooker on the championship table.
There have been many stories told in this comfortable hideaway, and many yet
to be shared.
Accolades offers two panorama suites and six deluxe rooms and promises a
warm, welcoming sanctuary – a truly memorable part of a luxury New Zealand
accommodation experience.
www.accolades.co.nz
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Sure to surprise,
delight and intrigue

Christopher Innes Tours
The Rotorua region has been gifted with a number of unique and stunning
attractions, Christopher Innes takes personal pleasure in being able to show
guests the best the region has to offer in luxurious comfort.
Christopher is a fourth generation New Zealander and has travelled extensively.
He shows a strong passion for his country, his region and his hometown of
Rotorua.
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The mighty Pohutu Geyser at sunset
Be guided in the luxury guests are
accustomed to with Christopher Innes.
Enjoy a round of golf or any
number of activities
A reputation to be proud of
– Christopher Innes

Guests can choose the timeframe to suit their travel schedules, whether it be
half a day, full day or a multi-day tour at a leisurely pace. Guests will be treated
to all the stories and history of the region, peppered with humour, fun and
relaxation.
Experience Rotorua with one of the best - create a special, individual and idyllic
tour which is sure to surprise, delight and intrigue. A day touring the Rotorua
region is a fantastic investment in a holiday to New Zealand.
Choose to visit geysers, waters visually enhanced by geothermal powers, the
city’s extensive and educational museum or simply let Christopher select the
course and sit back in air-conditioned comfort in one of his luxury vehicles.
Tours can include local and international art or culture, participation or passive
adventures, exclusive shopping, golf at a number of top courses, trout fishing,
helicopter sightseeing or agriculture. Business or Government liaisons can also
be arranged on request.
All this and more in an ambience of privacy and security in the style to which
guests are accustomed. Christopher’s personal, and family’s, reputation and
knowledge, provide him with a platform to organise an itinerary offering a
selection of activities to do, places to see and people to meet.
A specialist in all things luxurious and exquisite – Christopher Innes can provide
specific requirements with a touch of class, humour and wisdom.
www.chrisinnestours.com
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Capture a memory
never to be forgotten
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Enjoy exhilarating water sports
Absolute luxury on one of the world’s most exquisite lakes
Relax and unwind in a natural thermal rock pool
Experience New Zealand’s finest trout fishing

Clearwater Cruises
Step aboard, relax, unwind and allow Clearwater Cruises help you enjoy a cruise
with a touch of class on one of their luxuriously-appointed vessels.
Enjoy a scenic cruise on picturesque Lake Tarawera situated at the foot of the
majestic dormant volcano, Mt Tarawera. With its sparkling clear waters fringed
with deep green native bush, the lake provides the perfect setting for a range
of activities.
Experience the thrill of catching a trophy-sized rainbow trout. Catering for the
novice through to the experienced angler, whether trolling, jigging or casting
a fly, Clearwater Cruises have the equipment, expertise and local knowledge
to ensure success. Imagine freshly-cooked trout, prepared to perfection only
minutes after being reeled in.
Guests can feel the adrenalin and the wind rushing through their hair as they
skim across the sparkling waters on the three-seater jet skis. Wakeboarding and
waterskiing are also available for all ages.
Take a scenic walk through untouched native forest to the spectacular Tarawera
Falls or immerse yourself in the natural thermal waters of Hot Water Beach, truly
an unforgettable experience.
To conclude the day in style, enjoy a freshly-prepared gourmet picnic or a deluxe
sumptuous barbecue onboard the vessel, highlighting premium New Zealand
products - what a way to end a magical day.
Whatever the occasion, whether a small intimate gathering or a large group
looking for freshwater excitement, be assured of the highest standard of luxury,
safety and service consistent with Clearwater’s international reputation.
Come and join us on one of the world’s most exquisite lakes and capture a
memory never to be forgotten.
www.clearwater.co.nz
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An illustrated entrance
to the manor
The cosy lounge
and dining rooms
Hamurana Country Estate
in all its glory, nestled into
the greenery surrounding
Lake Rotorua
Character and charm
– the Taniwha suite

A nature walk to Hamurana Springs,
the hidden jewel of the area, creates a
divine moment of peace and tranquility

Hamurana Country Estate
Hamurana Country Estate is a boutique country hotel where guests can enjoy
the grandeur of the manor house, its gardens and lifestyle farm, along with
warm personal service and fine food.
A long, tree-lined driveway sets the scene for a perfect welcome to the 5-star
Qualmark-rated manor house. After a personal greeting from the young Kiwi
owner hosts and a tour of the luxurious amenities, guests can refresh in their
room - one of 12 individually-decorated ensuite guest rooms.
Afterwards guests can choose to take a gentle stroll through the estate’s grounds
with the hosts and resident Giant Schnauzers. Enjoy the beautiful views to Lake
Rotorua and meet some of the animals including the sport horses, donkeys and
Thelma the pig.
A fully-licensed bar is available for pre-dinner drinks and while dining in the
exclusive and highly recommended à la carte restaurant, awarded the 2006
New Zealand Beef and Lamb Hallmark of Excellence. For that special touch,
guests can choose to conclude their evening with a cosy nightcap by the fire or
on the terrace under the stars.
Sunrise is a moment of beauty at Hamurana, as early-risers will discover. Watch
as the sun creeps gently over Lake Rotorua. A nature walk to Hamurana Springs,
the hidden jewel of the area, creates a divine moment of peace and tranquility.
Surrounded by huge redwood trees, the springs are stunningly beautiful and
spiritually rejuvenating.
Located an easy 15-minute drive from the centre of Rotorua, Hamurana Country
Estate is the perfect option for discerning travellers looking for something more
personal than a hotel, more upmarket than the average B&B, and less formal
than many lodges.
www.hcestate.co.nz
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Helipro
The memory of a lifetime.
Being there is everything.

Your gateway to New Zealand’s most unique and inspiring scenic locations.
HELiPRO offers amazing scenic flying experiences featuring the best of New
Zealand’s and the Bay of Plenty’s raw and unspoilt scenery.
Powerful volcanoes and thermal reserves, tranquil and relaxing wilderness areas,
and local lakes and coastlines offer a snapshot of the extraordinary environment
and experiences that are available.
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The lunar landscape of the active volcano,
White Island
Indulge at Tarawera, experience the awe-inspiring
views on the volcano before relaxing on the pristine
waters of the lake.
Walk the burning peak of Mt Tarawera
Wilderness fly-fishing in the Urewera National Park

In and around the Bay of Plenty region and beyond, excursions include the
opportunity to walk through the active steaming crater floor of the renowned
island volcano of White Island or stand on the rugged, awe-inspiring summit of
Mt Tarawera, the site of the largest eruption in New Zealand’s living memory.
Experience walking among a number of New Zealand’s most endangered birds
on sacred Mokoia Island or access the region’s remote wilderness areas for flyfishing in a private paradise. HELiPRO is also available for exclusive transfers
to golf courses and wineries within the Central North Island for a touch of
unwinding and relaxation.
HELiPRO’s experienced pilots and their intimate knowledge of the local region
combine to create safe and exciting tours which have made them the preferred
operator for many of the region’s luxury lodges and accommodation providers.
The fleet of modern, well-appointed helicopters is located throughout New
Zealand’s North Island. Inter-lodge transfers and nationwide touring programs
are also available alongside the many scenic options.
HELiPRO offer more than a scenic flight; the excursions deliver the memory of a
lifetime. Being there is everything.
www.helipro.co.nz
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City and lake views from
luxurious surroundings
Relax and unwind in garden tranquility
Experience an exclusive Maori
cultural performance
Located directly on the edge of idyllic
Lake Rotorua

Kawaha Point Lodge
Award-winning Kawaha Point Lodge is a beautifully-appointed lodge offering
luxury accommodation nestled into the shores of Lake Rotorua.
Surrounded in magnificent old and new varieties of roses, the mature gardens
include a swimming pool with sun-drenched terraces where guests can relax
and unwind.
Exclusive activities can be organised for guests, including fishing charters for
rainbow and brown trout, or traditional Maori concerts that can be held in the
lodge’s gardens by arrangement.
Kawaha Point Lodge’s luxury accommodation consists of eight exquisitelyfurnished ensuite rooms with superb lake and garden vistas. Each suite, named
after one of the lakes in the area, has its own balcony to enable guests to enjoy
panoramic views.
All rooms are elegantly decorated in calming, neutral tones of rich creams and
taupes, and furnished with hand-picked pieces of stunning antique furniture
and notable New Zealand artwork.
In order to maximise the property’s magical views across the lake, the drawing
room, dining room and library are situated on the first floor and open on to a
broad, shaded veranda – perfect for a leisurely breakfast or pre-dinner drinks.
The fully-licensed lodge holds the New Zealand Beef and Lamb Hallmark of
Excellence. Dining is a memorable experience with guests invited to eat alfresco
in the lakeside gardens, in the conservatory, at the chandelier-lit lodge table, or
in one of the other private areas within the property.
A secret grotto, reached via wisteria-draped arches and a stepped terrace, is an
‘alternative’ dining room for a celebratory occasion or wedding party.
www.kawahalodge.co.nz

Exclusive activities can be organised for guests, including
traditional Maori concerts that can be held in the lodge’s
gardens by arrangement
18
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An elegant sanctuary set
against one of the country’s
finest natural backdrops

Lodge at 199
The Lodge at 199 is Rotorua’s newest 5-star luxury lodge, offering exquisite
accommodation set right on the shores of stunning Lake Tarawera.
A gorgeous, welcoming property, Lodge at 199 ensures guests the highest
standards of comfort and award-winning hospitality. Warm, intimate and serene,
an extraordinary vacation and accommodation experience is simply waiting to
be had.
Lodge at 199 is rich in textures and luxurious furnishings which echo the beauty
and simplicity of the stunning setting. No expense has been spared to satisfy
the senses.
Flavoursome and healthy dishes are created by the lodge’s talented chef using
the freshest locally-grown produce, complemented by an array of fine New
Zealand wines.
The three deluxe suites are generously proportioned and offer fantastic facilities,
including luxurious fabrics and furnishings from the four corners of the earth,
ensuring only the best for guests.
Each guest suite offers a flat screen television, DVD and CD player, guest
telephone, selection of fine English teas & fresh ground Arabica coffee,
homemade cookies and legendary fudge.
Broadband internet ensures guests don’t have to be too far removed from the
world they left behind. Share daily experiences with family and friends in an
instant without leaving this holiday sanctuary.
A bar is available for guests to enjoy, while a wide screen television and a
selection of movies are ready and waiting.
images. clockwise from left:

Nestled into the shores of Lake Tarawera
A divine getaway

Lodge at 199 is a welcoming, warm and elegant sanctuary set against one of
the country’s finest natural backdrops – creating many memorable moments of
pleasure, tranquility and luxury.
www.199.co.nz

Rich in textures and luxurious furnishings, creating a total experience
Total luxury awaits guests
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There are some
pleasures in life
you just have to
experience
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The well-stocked wine cellar
Spectacular views from each corner
of the property
Each room has a commanding lake view
Absolute lake edge luxury and
surrounded by water

Okareka Lake House
Nestled on a secluded peninsula, Okareka Lake House is absolute lake edge,
boasting its own private beach, boathouse and private jetty for exclusive
guest use.
Okareka Lake House is one of only six Qualmark-approved exclusive properties
throughout the country.
While up to 10 guests can be accommodated at any one time, Okareka Lake
House is an exclusive luxury resort which only accepts one booking per night
whether it be for two or 10 people. An executive chef can prepare a gourmet
breakfast and a sumptuous dinner to your requirements at any of a number
of picturesque locations on the property. Inside or out, each location has its
own spectacular view.
Opened in 2004, this 657 square metre (7072 square feet) resort is a superb
fully-furnished five-bedroom residence featuring kwila timber and schist
stone.
Two living areas, a formal dining room, fully-equipped kitchen, breakfast
room, wine cellar, library, an entertainment theatre featuring large screen
projection, DVD, VCR and stereo systems, and an outdoor hot tub all await
guests.
All spacious double bedrooms have their own ensuite bathroom, while the
master bedroom suite has its own private lounge area, office and spa. Each
room has commanding views of picturesque Lake Okareka, the secluded
gardens, and surrounding hinterland.
A 15-minute scenic drive from Rotorua Regional Airport or Rotorua city
centre, access can also be via floatplane or helicopter.
There are some pleasures in life you just have to experience
– Okareka Lake House is one of them.
www.okareka.co.nz
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The exclusive lakeside lodge
is steeped in local history of ancient battles, love and life
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Exquisite furnishings feature in each suite

Peppers on the Point

Experience dinner alfresco, lakeside and under the stars
Enjoy a delectable breakfast on the balcony
Luxuriously-appointed bathrooms await guests

Surrounded by the sparkling waters of Lake Rotorua, Peppers on the Point
offers guests the opportunity to experience the rich New Zealand culture and
geothermal springs of the region or simply relax and enjoy the tranquility of its
beautiful lodge accommodation, the stunning location and panoramic views.
Once a Maori settlement, the exclusive lakeside lodge is steeped in local history
- of ancient battles, love and life - and looks out towards the sacred island of
Mokoia.
The luxury lodge is a converted 1930s mansion offering supreme comfort with
fine antiques and quality furnishings. Seven spacious individually-designed guest
suites are finished to the highest possible standard, while just a short walk from
the main lodge, the two exclusive Lake Cottage suites are located, offering
guests self-contained accommodation.
The owners’ residence, the Lake Villa, a four bedroom contemporary home is
also available by prior arrangement.
Peppers on the Point offers fine cuisine and a selection of dining locations
including the original 1930s timber-panelled dining room. Suites include
formal settings for intimate dining and private balconies for alfresco breakfasts.
Internationally-acclaimed New Zealand wine may be selected from the lodge’s
underground wine cellar.
Facilities include a tennis court, private beach, native bush walks and jetty for
fishing trip and floatplane departures. Linking into Rotorua’s spa heritage, there
are therapeutic health and wellness treatment rooms plus a small guest gym
and sauna.
Only five minutes from the heart of Rotorua City, Peppers on the Point is located
on Kawaha Point, ideally placed to offer the best of Rotorua from a peaceful
and divinely luxurious base.
www.onthepoint.co.nz
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Polynesian Spa
Polynesian Spa is New Zealand’s leading international spa, providing discerning
visitors with a unique thermal spa experience on the shores of Lake Rotorua.
Visitors can enjoy this wonderful fusion of relaxing hot mineral spring bathing,
exquisite spa therapies and picturesque lake views, and sample the experience
the world is talking about. Polynesian Spa has been voted one of the world’s top
10 spas (thermal and medical spas) for three consecutive years by the prestigious
Conde Nast Traveller Magazine – discover the reason why.
Step into the clear soothing thermal waters at the deluxe Lake Spa - become
immersed in an environment of beauty and tranquility. Overlooking Lake
Rotorua, and surrounded by native flora, each of the Lake Spa’s four shallow
hot mineral rock pools has a special characteristic and different temperature to
suit individual requirements.
A waterfall, a grotto and quality changing facilities with amenities, further
enhance the ambience of this serene area.
The luxurious private relaxation haven at the Lake Spa Retreat offers a superb
range of specially-designed sumptuous hydro and dry spa relaxation therapies.
Integral to every spa therapy is bathing in the deluxe Lake Spa, followed by a
therapy of choice, such as a Rotorua mud or kiwifruit soufflé body wrap.
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Sumptuous spa relaxation
therapies

Complementing this exclusive experience, a large relaxation lounge awaits,
where delectable healthy spa cuisine or a glass of wine can be enjoyed while
looking out over the lake. An extensive array of desirable spa essentials is also
available for purchase.

Step into the clear, soothing
thermal waters
Become immersed in the
lake views
Rotorua mud at its best
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Enjoy this wonderful fusion of relaxing
hot mineral spring bathing, exquisite spa
therapies and picturesque lake views, and
gain the experience the world is talking about

Conveniently located in central Rotorua and open daily from 8am to 11pm,
Polynesian Spa looks forward to providing visitors with a warm welcome.
www.polynesianspa.co.nz
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Pukeko Landing
Revitalise the spirit in the serenity and seclusion of a private Essence of
New Zealand waterfront haven on the shores of Lake Tarawera. Guests can
enjoy the very best of lake-front living with exclusive use of the full property
including a private lake-edge jetty for collection for guided trout fishing, lake
cruising and floatplane excursions.
Escape for several nights and appreciate this magical thermal region renowned
for rainbow trout fishing and authentic Maori cultural experiences. Relax
amongst breathtaking lake views and abundant birdlife. Explore nearby
bush and forest walks or soak in a natural lake-edge thermal pool. Fly fish
from the jetty, enjoy picnics and petanque on the lawn or drift silently on the
lake in the rowboat.

The whispering solitude
of this replenishing
nature-rich environment
is tonic for the soul
images. clockwise from above:

The essence of luxury
Sensuous comfort
Breath-taking bathing

Select delectable gourmet dining, create a special occasion or just sink
into the soak bath with its outstanding lake views. Pukeko Landing’s fullyfunctional kitchen, outdoor barbecue and personalised gourmet catering
options, create dining choices while full service is available by arrangement.
Breakfast is an occasion to be enjoyed.
This sun-drenched property features a super-king suite with 5-star bathroom,
a super-king suite with private courtyard and a twin room with a shared
bathroom. Pukeko Landing provides the discerning traveller with full business
facilities and is only a short scenic drive from Rotorua city with thermal spas,
golf courses, cafes, restaurants and shopping.
From your own private waterfront haven you will discover the very essence
of New Zealand…uncrowded, unspoiled and unforgettable.
www.essencenz.com

Awe-inspiring natural beauty
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Solitaire Lodge
images. clockwise from below:

Every suite offers absolute luxury and expansive lake views
A place apart in a unique environment
Fresh herbs in the lodge’s gardens assist the chefs
in the daily changing menu
A private dining option

This award-winning lodge delivers a magical experience for guests each and
every time, combining luxury with an indulgence which has been enjoyed by
an exclusive few.
For some, the pleasure comes from the impeccable service and attention to
detail, while others revel in the glorious seclusion and the opportunity to leave
the world behind and lose themselves in the pristine unspoilt beauty which
surrounds the property.
The ambience of Solitaire Lodge is warm and welcoming. Log fires roar, armchairs
are soft and inviting, and guests can admire the lodge’s private art collection.
This unique showcase of major New Zealand art is worthy of a visit in itself.
The 10 elegant guest suites are spacious, beautifully presented and superbly
sited to take in the views. Everything has been placed with the guest in mind to
ensure the most pleasurable of stays, including luxurious spa baths.
Solitaire Lodge enjoys a reputation for exquisite and innovative New Zealand
cuisine. This is complemented by an excellent wine cellar that showcases a
selection of the country’s finest wines.
The lodge offers an array of enticing activities. Guests can be picked up from
the lodge via helicopter for a scenic flight over Mt Tarawera or to land on the
dormant volcano and enjoy a glass of champagne whilst absorbing the magical
atmosphere. Enjoy a luxury cruise aboard a choice of private charter vessels and
immerse in the heat of hot water beach, or enjoy a serene floatplane experience
over the region’s geothermal wonders.
Solitaire Lodge prides itself on being able to offer unique experiences tailored
to individual tastes.

The opportunity to leave the
world behind and lose oneself in
pristine unspoilt beauty
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Solitaire Lodge is truly a place apart in a unique environment.
www.solitairelodge.com
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The Great Room - rich in
textures which echo the beauty
and simplicity of the great
outdoors

Treetops Lodge and Estate
Few places in the world truly embody the spirit of adventure more than the
fabulous, award-winning Treetops Lodge and Estate, located in the heart of
New Zealand’s world famous therapeutic thermal region and trout fishing
Mecca, Rotorua.

The Forest Villa is tucked away
from the main Lodge and
framed by native forest
A crystal-clear spring-fed
waterfall in the heart of
Treetops Estate

Offering the ultimate in world-class, luxury accommodation and a unique New
Zealand experience, Treetops provides a sanctuary and haven with breathtaking
scenic views. Surrounded by 2500 acres of secluded native bush full of
magnificent 800-year-old forests and valleys, Treetops is a carefully-managed
game and wildlife habitat for fly fishermen, sporting enthusiasts and their
pampered guests.

Relax with a drink by the
fireplace and enjoy the
evening’s atmosphere

The property offers several streams and fishing lakes, more than 70 kilometres
of hiking trails, mountain bike tracks, a Maori food trail, photo safaris, guided
eco walks and horse riding expeditions, creating a range of choices for guests
to choose from while they enjoy the tranquility and refreshing beauty of the
natural environment.
The lodge, with its elegant, architectural style derived from the country’s
pioneering past, echoes the beauty and simplicity of the great outdoors.
There are four suites and eight private, ultra-luxurious villas which are located in
the extensive grounds. Each suite has its own unique character, individual style,
design and exquisite furnishings. The villas, positioned a stroll from the lodge,
offer privacy and seclusion framed by native virgin forest with views over lakes
and wildlife.
Fine cuisine is an integral part of the Treetops’ experience. Flavoursome and
healthy dishes are created by the lodge’s talented chefs using the finest game
and locally grown produce, complemented by an array of premium New Zealand
wines.
www.treetops.co.nz

Providing a sanctuary and haven
with breathtaking scenic views
Rotorua luxury
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Depart from the front doorstep for your private excursion
Land on the active volcano, White Island
Sample fine local wines
Be delivered to Lake Tarawera in style to cruise or fish

Embrace the culture and pride of this
mysterious and stunning destination

Volcanic Air Safaris
There are no roads to the real Rotorua.
A journey with Volcanic Air Safaris will embrace the culture and pride of this
mysterious and stunning destination.
Whether it is for an international corporate retreat, as a chance to bask in a
well-earned reward, or as a truly memorable intimate encounter, Volcanic Air
Safaris delight in providing guests with an experience which offers varied inflight product and exceptional service for excursions throughout the Central
North Island.
Elect the thrill of the helicopter or the elegance of the floatplane to view some
of the most dramatic geothermal scenery and activity New Zealand has to offer,
combined with an unlimited selection of activity and attraction options.
Within minutes of being whisked away from a doorstep of a luxury retreat,
guests can be fishing in a remote anglers’ paradise, walking on an active
volcano, transported to a vineyard to sample fine local wines, or delivered in
style to a personalised cruise on one of the regions most spectacular lakes.
The possibilities are endless and only hindered by one’s imagination.
Feel confident that whatever journey is selected, guests will be provided with an
experience far beyond the ordinary.
www.volcanicair.co.nz
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Now that you know what we
have to offer – why not come
and sample it for yourself?
Discover Rotorua and all that it holds. Take a fresh look at
one of New Zealand’s favourite regions and enjoy a touch of
class, comfort and rejuvenation at one of the luxury lodges,
tucked away in our region. We promise you a memorable and
quality experience.
www.rotorualuxury.com
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Take an aerial view of Rotorua and marvel
at the sight
Free your spirit with a moment of solitude
Relax in one of the many luxurious lodges
available in Rotorua
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